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Data Aggregation using FactoryTalk Historian Site Edition
with Asset Framework
Introduction
Given the current landscape within Manufacturing Information software offerings, organizations will inevitably come to a point where a decision needs to be made concerning the future
architecture of their data acquisition systems. The traditional paradigm of standalone MES applications was created out of necessity at a time when technology struggled to support Enterprise class architectures. This led to data from each of the common MES pillars, Quality, Performance (OEE) and Operations being contained in “siloed” data stores that did not provide common context and frequently could not interface with one another without much customization.
In today’s software landscape, where large-scale data “lakes,” cloud hosting, IIoT and a myriad
of other paradigms are emerging, the same potential downfall exists. Every IIoT provider wants
the data collected in their cloud application so that they can provide “value add.” The reality is
that this just perpetuates the problem and further fragments the data models that organizations need to make near real-time decisions that affect operations.
The solution is to aggregate data, by reference, at a single point in the Enterprise. All business
intelligence, regardless of functional purpose, must be gathered from the same point and the
same context. This paradigm is referred to as a Plant Information Management System
(PIMS).

Problem
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Stand-alone MES platforms are essentially data silo-based event engines that create records in a relational fashion
and don’t deal natively
with RT data



If Real-time data is required to support MES reporting, it is generally copied from a Historian into
the data store containing
the MES data and the time
stamps are “fit” to the MES
record. This requires a
transpose function, effectively “turning” the data
set 90 degrees.

Time-series data transposed into a downtime event record
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When this occurs, data sets for continuous improvement and ad-hoc reporting are only as
good as what’s in the MES record. Any further analysis, using other real-time or relational
data requires new data sets or modifications to the MES record.



Any time data is copied from one source to another, the cliché about “one version of the
truth” is violated. When the data is copied to the MES layer, it’s validity and quality are subject to question because of:
 Potential data corruption .
 The time stamps associated with the dataset may be poorly “fit” to the event record.
 Changes in granularity from the real-time archive to the relational record cause a
loss of precision and the potential for different data consumers to arrive at different
conclusions using the “same” data.

Multiple MES data sources are often copied to provide a “master” data source.
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MES systems are generally good at one thing; OEE, Quality, Operations, etc. The problem is
that if there are multiple MES products in the system, they’ve created copies of the same
production data for three different databases. They have effectively tripled the chances of
misalignment and created three new, disparate data sources that don’t work well together
and will need to be “fit” together to get a clear picture of the entire process.



The data sets from multiple MES products, which generally have their own visualization and
reporting functions, are often copied into a data warehouse, creating a de facto “master”
data source even though nothing in it is master data. Nearly everything created by an MES
is a partial aggregation of other master data sources. This warehouse, in turn, often has another reporting layer, provided by data that has been copied from another source at least
once.



If each disparate MES system contains model-based data, it is all but guaranteed that the
models will be different because they will likely have been created in different projects, by
different end users with different necessary outcomes that need to view the manufacturing
system using different context.



The users of the data of each system will generally be partial to the dataset, allowing for a
potentially difficult exercise if Enterprise aggregation is required



The event generation that occurs as a byproduct of each MES system may or may not use
the same triggers to define the same event.

Solution
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An asset-based PIMS should be used to aggregate all of the data relevant to manufacturing intelligence, but “contain” none of it.



This is accomplished by using the FactoryTalk Historian Asset Framework to create a
data-driven model of the Enterprise. This model becomes the sole source of information for manufacturing intelligence within the organization, based on its ability to
contain the attributes of each asset, for all functional areas, and reference their values from base data sources given any time context.
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The PIMS has the ability to hold the configuration of the assets and their attributes;
however, the values of the attributes are references to other data sources, based on
the time context selected.


This prevents “misalignment” of data. There is a common time context provided by the PIMS so that, at report time, when values are requested from the
data sources, the values will always “line up.”



The data is never copied or moved. If the time context of the report changes,
the reference data source is re-queried and the resultant values returned to
meet the time context requested.

The Asset Framework references multiple sources, both relational and time series.
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The PIMS provides a singular aggregated source for all consumers of manufacturing information.
 A singular model of the manufacturing system, from an equipment perspective, is
developed as the master aggregator of the data.
 All assets are defined within their containing areas, extending up to the Enterprise
asset.
 The attributes of each asset are defined, along with their data sources, regardless of
function. MES required data are defined alongside pressures, temperatures, etc.
 Roll-up data for functional areas is defined as an attribute of the area, removing the
necessity for calculation by reporting engines.



The PIMS paradigm allows for static reporting, like an Electronic Batch Record (EBR) or an
Analysis Ready Dataset (ARD), where the records can be stored in a data warehouse, without losing the contextual relationship.
 The records in the warehouse are copies of aggregated data, provided by the PIMS,
but are not master data. All of the underlying data still exists in it’s original data
source.
 If the copy in the warehouse is found to be deficient in any way or is corrupted, all of
the EBR and ARD event records can be deleted from the warehouse and reproduced
by the PIMS because it never actually contained the data, it simply provided a contextualized record, based on the data.
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The model provides the necessary context to allow all users to consume “their” data
using a common language, while still generating reporting using whatever vernacular is necessary for their functional area.
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I.e. maintenance can continue to trend data using the ISA tag names that they
are comfortable with but will still be able to traverse the model with ease because the Enterprise/Area/Equipment definition is created using native language.



This provides the means to forge a cross-functional, Enterprise-wide definition of the
manufacturing process, for purposes of the model, without forcing disparate groups
to accept a language that they are not comfortable with.



If disparate functional areas of the organization require, or desire, that the model be
presented in a fashion more suitable to their use, a reference model is created, with
the arrangement desired, that references the primary model.
 Only the equipment model is directly bound to data sources. All other models
refer to it.
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Conclusion
In most cases, a PIMS won’t replace the functionality provided by a stand-alone MES
product (although it has the capability to do so in certain areas). Instead it provides the
central aggregation necessary for manufacturing organizations to properly align and
contextualize their data. Organizations should see many of the following benefits:





Improved alignment of otherwise disparate data once humans are no longer required to “fit” disparate data sets together.
Improved communication among functional areas that otherwise tend to view the
manufacturing process only within the scope of their own data set.
Better Descriptive and Diagnostic analytical capabilities due to better data alignment.
Decreased time and effort in the transition toward Predictive and Prescriptive Analytics because the Analysis Ready Dataset necessary for such endeavors has already
been contextually aggregated.

For more information on how Stone Technologies can help model your organizational data into a PIMS, contact Kirt Anderson at kanderson@stonetek.com or
763.390.6699.
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